This poster describes the most important resources of the web environment and its applications in distributed environments of learning for Distance Education, identifying advantages and disadvantages of its utilization. One of those is the interaction between tutor and manager of the resources to make the informatic tools practicable, wondering the quality of the pedagogic process.

Inserting the telematic resources on the educational ambient are causing structural and organization deep changes requiring a new pedagogic enfoque and new dynamics on learning, including since the knowledge to make the informatic tools useful to the radical changes in the positions of teacher and student.

Use the resources of Distance Education, in a new perspective, with the network technology, permits the creation of learning in distributed ambient, favouring the co-operative and different work.

The poster presents some informatic tools that are being used frequently in distributed environments of learning for Distance Education and others are a big challenge, that needs a lot of research and integration between the human areas and technic to its support.